The article analyzes the institutional system of public interactions of the region's population and state authority and administration bodies as the system of provision of infrastructure for population living conditions in the course of the qualitative growth of economy. The study uses a method of the economic analysis of regulations as one of the main research tools that is modified on the basis of combination of the neo-institutional and system-reproduction approaches. The author reveals trends of the corresponding institutional changes in the system of public interactions in the region's economy by the example of a number of primary infrastructure sectors of the Krasnoyarsk Territory (Krai), namely the transport and urban construction complexes. The author also proposes necessary directions of the relevant public institutional development in the region.
Introduction
The main element of improving the quality of life and human potential in the regional economy is the public system to provide appropriate services to the population, which in the narrow sense means a system of regulatory public services, and in a broader sense -the formation of a specific environment of the infrastructure of the population living conditions in the region.
The system of relations of the actors in the infrastructure of the population living conditions includes functionally related sustainable strategies of behaviour of the producers of infrastructural goods and the providers of necessary resources, their consumers, concerned public organizations and bodies of the state authority and local self-administration.
At the same time, the simultaneous involvement and active participation in the infrastructure reproduction on the part of its actors creates the need for the institutional measurement of their interactions.
Conceptual framework of the study
The system of public interactions to provide and norms formed from them) is determined by the mutual influence of rational and societal determinants of relations of the actors in the infrastructure of living conditions 6 7 .
Thirdly, the basis of institutions as the restrictive or stimulating rules of behaviour of individuals involves not only routines that have become rules, but also the associated mechanisms of coercion of the guarantors to execute rules by using incentives and penalties. Therefore, another important part of the institutional analysis of the infrastructure of living conditions is a set of coordination mechanisms 8 combining elements of five basic forms -"market", "hierarchy", "relationship contracting", "common cause" and "community".
These forms are distinct in the alternative values of institutional characteristics that centralize or decentralize the relationships of the actors in different situations and with different efficiency 9, 10 . Using the same coordination forms in some cases increases, and in others -reduces the efficiency of reproduction of the human and infrastructural capital, which leads to a variety of coordination forms 11, 12 .
Fourthly, the institutional changes in the infrastructure are derived from social and technological changes with incomplete information about the future 13, 14 . They are carried out by determining the most probable and possible alternatives to borrowing, spontaneous invention and conscious design of rules and institutions, which can occur on the basis of mechanisms of the political or institutional market 15, 16 .
Problem statement
The mechanism of public interactions of the population and the bodies of authority as a mechanism of institutional changes in the infrastructure of the population living conditions, in which the central place is taken by the appropriate institutional development projects, can be illustrated by using a scheme of reproduction of a social product of the regional economy in a model of its qualitative economic growth (see Figure 1 ).
As it can be seen, the main result of 
Research methods
It is well-known that the institutional approach to the economic analysis of regulations lies within the framework of the economic theory of law, which is the basis for a whole field of interdisciplinary research -economic analysis of law 18, 19, 20 . The essence of this analysis is to assess the existing or planned regulations in terms of benefits and costs they entail in the case of actual or projected performance of regulations on the part of recipients and guarantors. In order to identify the components of the institution as the existing rule, we use the corresponding logic pattern containing a set of elements: the prescribed actions (rules), conditions for the rules application, the recipient, sanctions, the guarantor of the implementation of the rules, the mechanism for enforcement to perform the actions 21, 22 .
The economic analysis of the regulations is performed in two areas 
